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An example (don't worry, data is not transmitted)
Looking at buttons
 
We just want to explore some options when including buttons in a form.
 
1: Standard button 
This is the standard button that you drag in from the library. It has a raised 3D border and a grey fill. The highlight is set to inverted, so that when clicked the fill becomes a light blue.  Combined these features give the button affordance. 
What is affordance?
 
Affordance is the "perceived and actual properties of an object, primarily 
those fundamentally properties that determine just how the object could 
possibly be used." Donald Norman -  
 
This principle is important when designing buttons. You want to make it clear to the user which objects can be used and importantly how the objects are to be used. For buttons, the visual appearance must give the user clues that this object can be clicked. 
 
AAAAA  = low affordance
AAAAA = high affordance
AAAAA
2: Extending the standard button: primary buttons
Often we would change some of the default settings of the button, to improve the visual appearance and to indicate the purpose of the button. For example positive outcomes are green, negative outcomes are red. 
 
On the right we have used a etched border with a linear to bottom fill. When using a variation in colour, it is advisable to change the highlight to outline or none. However this reduces its affordance. The linear colour of the button on the right is based on two similar shades of the one colour. See colours here. 
AAAAA
AAAAA
3: Extending the standard button: secondary buttons
If your form has secondary buttons, it can be helpful to make these visually less obvious.  
 
The first two examples are similar to the buttons above, but use a red colour. See colours here. The third example does not have a border or fill and relies on script to highlight the purpose of the button.  The caption becomes critical to maintain its affordance and should include a verb. 
 
Secondary buttons should be placed to the right of primary buttons, so that the user's attention is drawn to the primary button first. 
AAAAA
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